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L.S. Asekoff has received fellowships from the National Endowment of the Arts, the New York Foundation for the Arts, the Fund for Poetry. His poems have appeared in such magazines as Poetry, Paris Review, Triquarterly, the New Yorker, and American Poetry Review. One of his poems, “Rounding the Horn”, was included in the anthology Best Poems of 1997. He has published two books of poetry, Dreams of a Work (1993) and North Star (1997), both with Orchises Press. A third book, The Gate of Horn, is scheduled to be published in 2010.

Jonathan Baumbach, adjunct professor of fiction in the MFA program at Brooklyn College, is the author of 14 books of fiction including On the Way to My Father’s Funeral: New and Selected Stories; Reruns; B; D-Tours: A Novel; Seven Wives; and The Life and Times of Major Fiction. His stories have appeared in Boulevard, Fiction International, and Confrontation, among other places, and have been included in the O. Henry Prize Stories, Best American Short Stories, and Best of Esquire. Baumbach has been awarded fellowships from Guggenheim, National Endowment of the Arts, and Merrill. He has also worked as a film critic for Partisan Review and is the two time Chairman of the National Society of Film Critics.
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